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afftff SEARCH FORVNITYFOR UNITY
A UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE
PROBLEVSPROBLEMS
by loped foliakifohaki
ednoteendnoteed note although only indirectly related to the teaching of english as a second language

this article should prove interesting to all who work withmth second language english
speakers

Isspeech1 ech which sets manroanmoan apart from the tical neutral and easy to4earnto leam world
rest 0of7 creation and is his greatest social language is necessary
asset serves paradoxically to separate him the use of five official languages by the
from his fellow humans what amounts to UN points up the inherent lffiultydifficulty of a
a binding tie inside the family the tribe and situation wherein all major addresses have

to behe interpreted from ththe in whichthe nation acts as a barrier between those language
groups and athersithersathersothers constituted a short dis-
tance

they are made into four other tongues and
away all important documents have to come out

in quintuplicate english french Sspanishanish

thisthis quotation from a lecture by professprofessoror russian and chinese at the cost of01 enor-
mousjose martel of the college of the city of amounts of time labor and money

new york shows the essence of the language the language difficulties at all inter-
nationalproblem men are not much better than conferences are enormous the

deaf mutes when they meet humhumansans belong-
ing

selection of participants is strongly influenc-
edto a different language group to by linguistic considerations many

bridge the gap from one language group to otherwise perfectly qualified persons refrain
another a bridge language a universal from attending conferences because they
language is needed feelthatfeelgeel that their knowledge offoreignof foreign lan-

guagesin san francisco on june 25196525 1965 the is inadequate many countries send
delegates who are good linguists thoughtwentieth anniversary of the united nations their other qualifications are sometimes onlythe president of the general assembly de-

clared second ratewe must give tools to man to
enable him to make a better world for A great variety of devices has been used
his children what tool could be more to overcome the language obstacle speeches

basic than lanianlafragelanragelanguage president lyndon JBJR are often secured in advance translated into
johnson speakingpea

cagerage
ing immediately afterwards different languages mimeographed and dis-

tributedon the same occasion named ignorance tri among delegates sometimes
together with hunger and disease among members are seated according to language
the ancient enemies of all mankind 30 groups and asked after each speech to

ignorance must be overcome by knowledge withdraw into neighboring rooms where
and understanunderstainunderstandingunderstan ding this means first of all translations in several languages are given
literacy and education but it also meanmeanss the simultaneously obviously discussions and
ability to communicate with people beyond proceedings are very slow with these trans-

lationsthe narrow borders of councountriestriesaandnd nations because the whole conference has to
wait for the translator who is slowest other

the language problem has many facets delays are due to the fact that people
its implications in education science busi-
ness

talking in a foreign language with which
and politics are innumerable there has they are not thoroughly familiar are likely

been a growing awareness of the fact that to need more time for making themselves
increased emphasisem plasis on foreign language clear their speeches become stammered
study though useful and urgent will not longwindedlong winded repititiousrepetitious and hard to follfollowow

I1

suffice but that for worldwide use a prac consuming the nerves as wellwenweliweilwed as the time of
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their fellow delegates it is an art to express number of languages in which simultaneous
oneself briefly forcefully and concisely translations are possible is unlimited practi-

callyeven in ones own language however only four or five at the
the most important technical advice in-

vented

utmost six languages can be used as it is

for the facilitation of international enormously expensive to make arrangements
conferences is the filene finlay speech for such potential needs as translation from
translator sometimes called the earphone polish to chinese from italian to norwegian
system in this system interpreters for or from portugese into bulgarian so the
different languages are placed in glass filene fmlayflyemlay system even under the inmost0st
enclosed booths and talk into microphones efficient mamanagementnagernenti is unable to eliminate
while the speaker is delivering his speech the monopoly of a few major languages

the seats of the delegates are equipped with
earphones connected with the translators lopeti foliaki a tongan nationalmicrophones by pressing a button a

completing a BA in english at CCH isdelegate can choose the langaugelangauge in which
a former interpreter for the tonganhe wishes to hear the speech
government prior to coming to CCH

this system has limitations and disad-
vantages

he attended ardmore teacherscollegeteachers college
the most serious obstacle lies in and the university ofolf auckland in

the physical and nervous limitations of new zealand he plans to obtain a
translators it is more difficult to listen to graduate degree and then return to
a speech through a machine than it is to tonga to teach
listen to the interpreter directly mistransla
tionseions slip through more easily than with neither the filene finlay speech trans-

latorother systems under which there are always othernor any systemsvstem of translations
a few persons in the audience who have can overcome the basic inequalitybetweeninequality between
understood the original speech and can delegates speaking their mother tongue and
check the translator and obtain rectifications those who have to express themselves in a
when serious mistakes occur it is also language not their own therefore the
rather disconcerting to see a speaker talking need for a universal lalanguagenguage A universal
and gesticulating while hearing through the language will not of itself prevent inter-

nationalearphone a translation not of what he is conflict but it will remove areas of
saying but of what he said a while ago deliberate or accidental misunderstanding

it will clear up muddled situations abovethe filene finlay system is of no help all it will aid man in his search for the truthjutsideoutside the assembly hallhafthalihailhaht at most inter-
national

now so frequently distorted by factors
conferences personal contacts which thouthought often planned are almost as

between delegates from different countries often of afa fortuitous nature
are more important than sdeechessoeechesspeeches and of-
ficial

great as is the use of translators and
discussions it is Aa sad but un-

fortunately
interpreters by diplomdillomdiplomaticaticabic and governmental

fortunateay1y a common experience to see agencies thethesese agenciesseagencies are far outstripped
delegates take their meals and spend their by business houses deabidealidealinging with imimportsports and
leisure hours in the company of colleagues exports government agencies prepare
from their owownr countries dictionaries and phasebooksphasebooks forfor the fields

that concern them but they connot even
another deterrent istheestheis the high cost of the begin to vieviedviel with the numerous technical

filene finlafiniafinlayY system theoretically the legal financial professional and commercial
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lexicons that arearc produced each yearyearjforforporyor the if there were a language common to the
exclusive use of firms engaged in private tourist and the countries heseqshesehe seesqs the pos-

sibilityonterprisesanvolvingenterprises involving two or more cotincountriestries sibisibllity of pleasant contracts conversations
As the volume of international trade enlightenment as to local conditions and

grows the need for linguistic understanding prproblemsobleobiems and absorption of thetjietiletlle nativenativi
becbecomes0mes greater with the increase in culture would be enhanced at least ten-

foldnumber and variety of products with the for lack of such a tongue the
greater complexity of machinery and equip-
ment

tourist must go begging for someone who
that is sent out from one country to speaks his language

another the need for precision and accuracy religion is a field in which the multi-
plicityincreases haphazard translations of business of human tongues has always been

letters and written instniinsaniinstructionsctionschions for the use of recognized ever since the command laid
machinery casual interpretationsofinterpretationsof arrange-
ments

udonupon the apostles to go forthanforth andd preach in
between importer and exporter are different tongues missionary work has been

no longer sufficient in fact they mayinayluay be done with missionaries acquiring the lan-
guageextremely harmful of the locality to which each is
assigned it might even be claimed that the

our systems of interpretation and transla-
tion

original linguists were missionaries since
improve as time goes on and as more in many instances it is to them that we

anand& better commercial and technical diction-
aries

owe grammars dictionaries and bible transla-
tionsbecome available yet it is a curious of many obscure tongues

fact that they always lag behind the need what would be the impact of a universal
the specialized vocabulary of trade and language upon churches it would un-

doubtedlytechnology changes rapidly in each language facilitate their work on a purely
innovations appear everyday and the dic-
tionary

materialplanematerial planepiane making accessible to them
that was adequate ten years ago is without linguistic effort and training on

hopelessly behind the times today their part masses of humanity which are at
adaddd to this the local differences of present hard to reach

terminology within what passes for one A common language would serve to
language a term used by anan englishman in clarify differences in interpretation of doc-

trinea certain meaning may have an entirely which ultimately lead to confusion
different meaning to an american the and religious strife but above all if man
spanish of spain and that of argentina is truly to be set free he must have access
though basically the same language may to truth the barriers which cut him off
use altogether different terms for an object from this truth are often not of his own
product or mechanical part the com-
plexity

making and universal language would serve
plexityplecityy of present day busbusinessiness termiterminologyterminolopnolopgy as a bridge enabling him to find truth more
on the international level thus becomes even readily
more apparent literary works are normally produced in

one of the many existing literary tongues
A single language carefully governed by if they are found to have merit then they

a single international language academy are translated and republished in other
would prove an inestimable boom to trade languages this is a slow expensive and
among nations it would eliminate un-
certainties

unsatisfactory process it is often the case
along with the multiplicity or that works of true literary merit go un-

translatedlanguage forms and translations the im-
porter

by reason of limited commercial
in tonga would know at once and appeal it just as often happhappensens that a work

precisely what the exporter insanin san francisco which is a literary gem in the original loses
has to offer there would be untold a great deal of its flavor in translationtranslations
economy of time effort money and man-
power

because the work is handlhandihandledbyhandlededbyby a translator
who is technically but not literarilylitera rily com-
petentfrom the standpoint of the host country true literary translation is not a

the tourist is almost invariably a gift from trade but an art
the gods he brings in and spends foreign it is one of the most standard arguments
currencies which would be difficult to pro-
cure

of opponents of the international language
by trade save at the cost of cutting that its establishment will lead to a loss of

imports and pushing exports to the point literary values actually a universal tongue
where it hurts would lead to an enhancement of such
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values instead of the present hit or miss a priori language or a posteriori language
system every book appearing in a national A priori languagelapguage is one which has no
tongue would also appear in a singlesingie transla-
tion

connection with pre-existingpreexisting tongues but
which would serve the entire world rather endeavors to link language with logical

it would be far easier to create a body of thought 4 commercial codes used for ececon-
omy

on
truly competent literary translators into the in sending telegraphic messages are good
universal language than it is to secure suitable examples while on a more limited scale one
translators into the very numerous literary may refer to musical notation or to astro-

nomicallanguages of the world ffnoor chemical or other symbols As
the argument that a universal language applied to an international tongue the great

not having grown and developed out of advantage of a priori system lies in its
centuries oldoid human experience would be complete neutrality since it favors or re-

semblesunsuited to carry literary values is raised none of the known languages
only against constructed languages but one such system in use today are the
proponents of this fail to remember that a universal graphic symbols known as glyphsglyphis
constructed tongue evolving out of existing glyphsglyphis areare the only universal graphic com-

municationslanguages wouldnwouldntwould notot be subject to the devices that are inin public use
handicaps of having to evolve painfully out they are beginning to appear on highways 4

of a matematerialriat into a spispiritualritua I1 civilization in worlds fairs at hotels and inns and on
it would rather spring full grown out of its rnarhamachineschines and appliances the world over 53
parent tongues like minerva out of the fore-
head

the advantages of glyphsglyphis are twofold they
of jupiter abdatandatand at once fall heir to the dont require knowledge of aa language

blended cultural values andliteraiand literary devicesV written or spoken the messagemessacemessage of the
of the most developedp languages that thisthik glyphsglyphis is unambiguous simple and

t
under-

standableis both possible and true is proved byby the sgdablestandable to anybody who has learned it
1

most thoroughly established of our present glyphsglyphis create a direct and immediate impact
constructed language Esperanesperantotb in which a and thus pertyperrypermitritfitrrt immediimmediateater response this
considerable body of literature both original applies asas well to those who know a lanolangianolanguageguageiuage
and in translation has already appeared as tothoseto those who do not

since the seventeenth century days of howeverhoweverbeyerveyer glyphsglyphis willwiilwiliw wilill not suffice foiofoloboiofoifol ouru r
descartes dalgarno and wilkins it is
estimated that six hundred different pro-
posals have been advanced for the worlds
linguistic troubles the proposals can be
claciaclassifiedssimd into five groups first ccomesornies I1the TESL arnarhtrnREPORTER0RTER
proposal to use a given language just as it
stands select a given language make it the
official international tongue throughout the A quarterly publication of the english
world put it into the schools on a parity language institute and the BATESLBATESU
with the national langulanguagesges and let it program of the church college of
serve just as it is for the purposes of ilaflaiiahawaiipaliwaiipall
global communications

next come suggestions to use two or editor alice C pack
mmoreore natural languages either as zonal sfstaffaff api hemi
tongues to serve certain areas of the earth michael foley
which would not give usu s an international williamwilliam gallagher
language but a series of geographically

carol gutzeitseparated linterinternationalnational languages or to be
learned and used bilingually or trilingually
by all the peoples of the earth articles relevanttorelevant to teaching english

as a second language in hawaii thethirdly it has been proposed to have
south pacific and asia be sub-
mitted

national uaymaynaylanguages modified in one fashion
ni to the editor through box 157another make themor to more accessible to

their the church college of hawaii96762hawaii 96762foreign speakers or even to own
it has been suggested that lanoulanaulanguageage manuscripts should be double spaced

mixtures where two tongues are combcombinedined and typed not exceeding sixsiislisik pages
be used last of the five proposals is thetho tiseiiseuse
of constructed tongues which may be eithereltherr
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need for a universal language which will printers in countries speaking languages
enable people from any part of the world to such as

8
english which do not use accented

communicate with people from any other letters
part it has becabeen suggested in recent years the esperanto definite article is la in-

variablethat the language of the deaf which conveys like english the AUAD nouns
concepts independently of the words of a without exception end in 0o all adjectives in
particuparticaparticularlar language does in action in face to a all adverbs in e all infinitives in i
face communication what a written ideation-
al

nouns and madeadjectives are plural bylanguaouldlangualanguageouidcouldould do for speakers of different the addition of j an accusative form is
languages1anguages provided by adding n in both singular and

A posteriori language is by definition one plural la bona patro and la bonan patron
constructed on the analogy of existing mean the good father the first as subject
tongues this does not mean however that the second theas object good fathers is
it may not have arbitrary features particular-
ly

translated by la bonajbobaj patrojpatrpjpairoj and la bonajnbonann
in the matter ofgrammarof grammar all existing papatroanpatrojnpatroinpatnopatrotroinjn A verb which ends in 4i in the

natural tongues display irregularities of one infinitive shifts to as in the present is in
sort or another which complicate the lan-
guage

the past os in the future us in the condi-
tionalfor the learner and make language u in the imperative ami to love

study aca chorehore the elimination of irregular-
ities

ndamas love vi amisamb you loved liii
is a predominant feature of practically he will loveamos si amuswnusanus sluesireshe would

all constructed tongues aside from that love amu love 9 thetlle vocabulary is a
they may or may not borrow grammatical blend of germanic and latin romancewithstructure from the languages on which they plenty of greek and latin roots and very
draw one might for example copy the little in the way ofotherof other grougroupsPSigrammar of spanish at the same time points which favor esperanto are that itregularizing it to this extent all nouns
shall be masculine or feminine with all is a completely regular language based upon

only 16 grammatical rules it is claimedisclainied to0 andmasculine nounnounss ending in all feminine
be simple enough to be mastered by anouns ending in A the plural of all nouns

shall be formed by adding S to the singular person of moderate intelligence 0ii just six
months yet flexible and powerful enough tonow we have a language which so far as

nouns are concerned is modeled on spanish handle the most difficult subtleties of legal

yet displays rregularityeguaguI1arity which spanish doesdoes jargon it is composed of some 900 root
not if to this selection of grammaticalammaticalamma tical words capable of expansion into a vocabu-

lary of over 20000 words a vocabulary thatrules we added a vovocabularycabobcabub drawnrawn from
by its very structure automatically simplifiedspanish we have a posteriori language 10

esperanto is probably the best known of subject heading and indexing esperanto
the posteriori languages devised to solve the is being used by hundrehundredsaundreds of thousands of
communication problemprobiein invented in 1887 people all over the world in aa great variety of
by dr LL zamenhof a polishpolishjewjew who fields it is alreairealreadyady of tremendous practical
was a physician it is a melange of european use and well worth an investinvestmentinvestmement of time
languages glued together by a very simple effort and money those learning it acquire
grammar unlike natural languages which a key to the world an instrument of great
are laced with maddening irregularirregularitirregularitiesirregularityitiesles practical value a treasure of cultural enrich-

mentesperanto is almost scientifically precise and make at the same time a real
and consistent 7 contribution to the cause of international

understanding and world peace
phonetic spelling is one of the most however to say that a universal language

important features of esperanto because be it esperanto or any other linguistic
every letter of the alphabet corresponds to choice will establish world unity and abolish
onesonelone and only one sound and vice versa wars forever is wishful thinking history
coupled with a simple syllabic arrangement reminds us of the many civil wars among
esperanto is a harmonious tongue easy peoples speaking the same tongue the most
to speak realandreadandread and spell one drawback that that we can expect is that the universal
has often been criticized is the use of language will throughthroughthethe removal of linguis-

ticaccented letters of which there aarewrere six misunderstanding and through the
c11c g h j s and u the main stream of creation of a healthy atatmospheremosphere wherein
criticism is that this complicates matters for men regard one another as fellow human
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beings endowed with the capacity of intelli-
gible

with english the trade language but there
speech effectively aid world peace has been violent opposition there have

A universal language may help to prevent been walkoutswalkouts on the partofmartofpart of members of
such accidents as the drowning of a japanese the indian parliament from southern india in
tourist in tonga who warned of aa strong protest against the use of hindi which
undertow but unable to understand went they cannot understand there have been
swimming in a dangerous area the disasters violent language riots in many parts of the
of the titanic7 and andrea donadoria both country the indian government power-

lessinvolved heavbeavheavyy loss of life due to language to solve the language problems has
misunderstanding between passengers and been endeavoring with little success to
crew divide the country into provinces that would

but without going into the comparatively follow language lines but there are often no
rare instances of the ddifferenceferenceif between clearcutclear cut linguistic iilinesiinesnes and entire regions
life and death made by knowledgeofknowledge of another are in dispute there is no doubt that a
tongue a world language would mean that universal ianlanlanguageguage wouldprovewould prove an inesti-

mableany immigrant tourist or traveller coming blessing to india
from one country to another would be able what the advent of a universal language
to understand and be understood by those would mean to india and similar areas can
around them to the evident comfort and only be estimated all the people regardless
general satisfaction of all concerned of dialect could use it among themselves

A world language would do away with without the haunting fear that one group
necessity for publishpublishingiriglilg a magamagazinezind inseveffinsein sevenvennVeff would thetherebyrdbyreby obtain predominance over
languages andind conducting conferences in the others it would also give these groups
four or five different languages we should a means of communicating with the entire
no longer needheedbeed elaborageelab6rageborageelaborateelaeia schoolsschoowschoon foforf UN world and give them a means of quickly
simultaneous interpreters and foreign sais6iservicevice enriching their knowledge and information
translators if I1 we had a world tongue in there remains one last problem would
science and technology a world language national languages be displaced by thefhe inter-

nationalwould enable man to make the enentiretire world language and die out or would
output directly and immediately available to they exist side by side with the new
everyone important discoveries and in-
ventions

language I1 feel that because the inter-
nationalventions would not have to wait for slow language would be valid at all

difficult and often inexact translations to times and in all places it would probably
attempt to coyer all the advantages a uni-
versal

progressatprogress at the expnsqiofexpense of national langeilangoilanguagesages
versalversai language wbulfluiaui4 bring wul&bewould be a As timeilme ioeloekoegoesonon there might be lessess use of
separate paper in itself however I1 would national tongues and more use oftheodtheof the
like to mention one last advantage of con-
siderable

international language writers would prefer
siderableembleembie importance A uuniversaliiversalversai language the new medium which wwouldouldouidquid give them
would help solve the internal problems in access to world markets without the need
countries having large and numerous laguisliguislinguis-
tic

of difficult and expensive translations
minorities or in which many languages dante admitted that the main reason that

are at present official inlw a countcountryry like led hiihilhimn to write his divine contedicomeilyCoconterimeily in
switzerland with its oihciaofficialI1 german french italian rather than in the latin of his day
and italian there are language difficulties was that liehelleile wished to reach disoalebla broadertroader
because not all the inhabitants speak all the public 11

official tongues of the country with equal the finalfinai outcome seemstlearseenivvlear thefluency national languages of today will live on for
butgut there are far larger and more im-

portant
centuries but their use will tendtotendrotend to become

natnationalionallonallonai units than switzerland to more and more restricted ultimately they
which the world language would be a distinct will turn into cultural relics like greek
boon in internal affairs nations like india and latin of today Is this good or bad
the soviet union indonesia and thetiletlletite consider that language is torevhorevforeveri er changing
philippines and tthathathaf the englihjortheenglish jor the year 2500 will

in india alone there are over 225 differ signficantlysignificantly trofrofromrn the engenglishdish of today
langulanguagesatesages and dialects with 24 mamajorjor inin any casecasgase the people of tomorrowwilltomorrow will
tongues accounting for 96 percent of tthehc evolve their 0ownwn forms ofif lifeplifeelifeilfe politicaloliticiil
population hindi is the official laijailanguageigueiguw economic and cultural mamanyny inimperfectionsperfectionI1 s
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of the present day are glaringspring why should 2bidabid
we wish to impose them upon future gen-
erationserations it is conceivable that some might 31bidid
not wish to pass on some of our political and magdomaggomario0 pei one language for the worldeconomic institutions but fefenn indeed would

1958 141
be those who would not wish to pass on to p

them the advances we have made in the SMM mead & R modley communication
fields of science medicine and technology among allmlail people everywhere natural
the toolstools to human happiness and progress history 77 august 1968 p 57
to thesejettheseJetletiet ustadtustaddus add one more tool a tongue I1

that will permit all of our descendants 61bidibidp62p 62
regardless of cocolorlor race nationality or mobertrobertrobert reinhold goo900adherints900 adherents paroli
religion to exchange thoughts freely in esperanto new york times 271an international islanguage rapidly 16august 5 1972 p
ceasing to be a luxury that can be put off
into the future it is becoming an immediate 8gaagaGA connor esmeEspeesperantorunio the world interl-

anguagenecessity if we are wise we shall anticipate krguage 1948 P 28
the acute need of the future and provide
for it just as wise city planners make pro-
visions

9mario pei one lanLarlanguageguage for the worldsworld
for expansion of their growing city 19195858 p 162

and the traffic problems that growth will
involve 12 lomplempP wilson Viewviewpointviewpoinpoint libraryjournallibrary journal

9415999415 april 151969pIS 19 p 1599IS

mario pei one lanLarlanguageguage for the world
19s81958p245P 245

GAiga connor esperanto the world lan-
guage

mardo12mariomadiomario peipel need for international I1lan-
guage19661066 p 6 for all intellect vY 101 october
1972 p 10




